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Abstract—This paper presents a new method for the 

implementation of a direct rotor flux control (DRFOC) of induction 
motor (IM) drives. It is based on the rotor flux components 
regulation. The d and q axis rotor flux components feed proportional 
integral (PI) controllers. The outputs of which are the target stator 
voltages (vdsref and vqsref). While, the synchronous speed is depicted at 
the output of rotor speed controller. In order to accomplish variable 
speed operation, conventional PI like controller is commonly used. 
These controllers provide limited good performances over a wide 
range of operations even under ideal field oriented conditions. An 
alternate approach is to use the so called fuzzy logic controller. The 
overall investigated system is implemented using dSpace system 
based on digital signal processor (DSP). Simulation and experimental 
results have been presented for a one kw IM drives to confirm the 
validity of the proposed algorithms. 
 

Keywords—DRFOC, fuzzy logic, variable speed drives, control, 
IM and real time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ms with squirrel cage rotors are the workhorse of industry. 
They are relatively cheap and robust since their 

construction; neither slip rings nor collectors are needed. IM 
can be operated directly from the mains, but variable speed 
and often better energy efficiency are achieved by means of a 
frequency converter between the mains and the IM. A 
frequency converter system consists of a rectifier, a voltage 
stiff DC link and a pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter. 
Despite of all advantages, compared with DC motor, IMs are 
more difficult in control due to their non linear dynamics [1]. 
The electromagnetic torque is coupled with the flux. A simple 
way of controlling the IMs is to adjust the magnitude of the 
stator voltage proportionally to a reference synchronous 
frequency [2-4]. The former is called a scalar control strategy. 
The knowledge of IM parameters is not necessary implying 
that the method is quite robust. However, the dynamic 
performances are so poor. To improve the performances of the 
IMs and obtain high performances at dynamic regime, a field 
oriented control (FOC) is early investigated [5] and more 
implemented in many industry applications [6-8]. The basic 
principle of the FOC is to keep the flux constant and oriented 
to the direct axis of a synchronous rotating reference frame 
which means that the reverse flux component is equaled to  
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zero value at ideal IM FOC decoupling. Based on the principle 
of the FOC, two FOC strategies are developed in the literature: 
the indirect field oriented control (IFOC) and the direct field 
oriented control (DFOC). The IFO controlled IM drives are 
widely used in high performance industry applications due to 
its simplicity and fast dynamic response [9]. The d and q 
components of the stator voltage and the synchronous speed 
are obtained based on the Park IM model and the field 
oriented control conditions. However, these variables are 
altered by physical phenomena such as temperature [10-12]. 
Therefore, any parameter mismatch in the IM parameters, 
specially the rotor time constant, will detrimentally affects the 
torque response and then the IFOC dynamic performance [13-
16]. Attention is focused to force field orientation through on 
line estimation of machine parameters [14-17]. The on line 
identification and adjustment of the IM parameters increase 
computation time. Since, the artificial neural network (ANN) 
have been proved to be a universal approximation of non 
linear dynamic systems, it is used to achieve the IFOC 
implementation [18]. In this case, the data base is obtained 
when the IM fed with scalar control inverter for various values 
covering the whole range of IM flux. However, in this test, the 
IM parameters effects are omitted. Therefore, in practice, the 
obtained ANN decoupling will remain sensitive to IM 
parameters. 

DFOC is based on the regulation of the IM flux. Different 
strategies are proposed in the literature [18-28]. They are 
based on the speed and flux magnitude regulation with or 
without the decoupling compensators. The slip angular 
frequency to align the IM flux with the d axis is computed 
using the Park IM model making the proposed DFOC scheme 
sensitive to IM parameters. 

In this paper, we propose a new method to achieve the 
direct rotor field oriented control (DRFOC). The needed rotor 
flux components are reconstructed using the IM model. A 
fuzzy logic controller is used in speed control loop. The 
overall investigated system (Fig. 1) is implemented using 
dSpace system based on digital signal processor (DSP). 
Simulation and experimental results have been presented for 
one kw IM drives to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 
drive system. 

II. MATHEMATIC MODELING OF INDUCTION MOTOR 

Assuming linear magnetic circuits, equal inductances and 
neglecting iron losses, the mathematical model of the IM 
viewed from the stator reference frame is given by the 
following set of equations: 
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Fig. 1. The bloc diagram of the proposed induction motor drive 

system. 
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Where sL and rL  are the stator and rotor self inductances 

respectively, M is the mutual inductance, sr  is the stator 

resistance, rτ  is the rotor time constant, σ  is the motor 

leakage coefficient, ω  is the rotor electrical angular velocity, 

si α , si β , svα  and sv β are the stator currents and voltages 

components, sαΦ , sβΦ , rαΦ  and rβΦ  are the stator and 

rotor fluxes components respectively. 
The electromagnetic torque equation and the electrical 

angular speed are related by 

( )e L

d
J P T T f

dt

ω ω= − −  (7) 

In (7), J  is the moment of inertia of the IM, f  is the 

friction constant, eT  and LT are the electromagnetic and load 

torques respectively and P  is the number of pair poles. 

III.  PROPOSED DRFOC SCHEME FOR INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVES 

Based on the dynamic IM model represented according to 
the usual d and q axis components in a synchronous rotating 

frame, the d and q rotor flux components can be written as 
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and its synchronous speed is given as 

s slω = ω + ω  (10) 

The coupling terms dE  and 
qE  are expressed with 
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Here, rω  and sτ  are the slip speed and the stator time 

constant.  
It can be seen from (1) that it is possible to control the d and 

q fluxes separately if the coupling terms dE  and qE are 

equaled to zero on one hand. On the other hand, it is shown 
from (2) that the rotor speed is controlled with the 
synchronous speed if the slip speed, imposed with the load 
torque, is equaled to zero. Therefore, a d, q stator flux 
components and speed controllers are to be used to attenuate 
the effect of the decoupling disturbances and load torque 
appliance.  

The new decoupling method needs the rotor flux 
components. As it is well known that the rotor flux is 
unmeasured. Therefore, in this paper, it is reconstructed based 
on the dynamic IM model. 
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Here “e” denotes the estimated value. 

IV. SPEED AND ROTOR FLUX COMPONENTS CONTROLLERS 

DESIGN 

A. Fuzzy logic speed controller 

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of a fuzzy logic speed 
controller where the speed error e and its rate of change 

Ceare the input variables;ne, nCeand G are inputs and 
outputs scaling gains. The basic fuzzy logic controller block is 
composed of fuzzification interface, fuzzy rules and inference 
mechanism and defuzzification interface. The input/output 
variables used in this paper are fuzzified by seven symmetrical 
and triangular membership functions (MFs) (Fig. 3(a), (b) and 
(c)) normalized in the universe of discourse between -1 and 
+1. The MFs are labeled as follows: NB—negative big, NM—
negative medium, NS—negative small, ZE—zero equal, PS—
positive small, PM—positive medium and PB—positive big. 
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The MFs of adjacent fuzzy sets are complementary in the 
sense that the sum of membership values is one at all times. 
The shape of these MFs reduces the computation burden of the 
controller. The center of gravity is used to compute the output 
signal. The associated fuzzy rule matrices of main fuzzy logic 
controller are given in table I. These rules were designed 
based on the dynamic behavior of the error signal resulting in 
the symmetrical matrix. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Structure of fuzzy controller 
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Fig. 3. The memberships of the: a – Error, b - Error variation, c - 
Command variation, d - Control surface. 

 
TABLE I 

RULE MATRIX FOR FUZZY LOGIC SPEED CONTROLLER 

.e 
Ce 

NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB PS 
NM NS ZE PS PS PM PB PM 

NS ZE PS PM PB PB PB ZE 
ZE NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

PS NM NS ZE PS PS PM PB 
PM NS ZE PS PM PM PM PB 

PB ZE PS PM PB PB PB PB 
 

B. PI rotor flux components controllers 

It can be seen that the d axis and q axis voltage equations 

are coupled by the terms dE  and qE . These terms are 

considered ads disturbances and are cancelled by using the 
proposed decoupling method. If the decoupling method is 
implemented, the flux components equations become 

dr dsG (s)vΦ =  (13) 

dr dsG(s)vΦ =  (14) 

Thus, the dynamics of the d axis and q axis are now 
represented by simple linear second order differential 
equations. Therefore, it is possible to effectively control the 
flux components with a PI controller. 

If we assume that the dE  and qE are cancelled by the 

proposed decoupling method, the transfer function of the d 
axis flux component is expressed as 

[ ]
dr s

ds r s r s r s

M
r

G(s)
v 1 L L s s²

Φ
= =

+ τ + τ σ + + τ τ
 (15) 

The numerical application leads to 

( )[ ]
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1.8 227.8

G s
s s

=
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The open loop flux transfer function with the PI controller 
is then expressed as 
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The pole dominant pole compensation method leads to 
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Then, the closed loop transfer function is reduced to 
58.8
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admitting the following characteristic equation 
² 227.8 58.8 ps s k+ +  (20) 

The last one is to be identified to a desired characteristic 
equation defined as 

² 2 ² 0d nd nds sξ ω ω+ + =  (21) 

Finally, the PI controller parameters are defined as 

1.8i pk k=  (22) 

²

58.8
nd

pk
ω

=  (23) 

Where ndω and dξ denote the natural frequency and 

damping ratio respectively 
pk  and ik are the proportional and 

integral gains of the PI controller. 
As the dynamics of the d and q axis rotor flux components 

are equivalent, the PI gains can be copied to the q axis 
controller. 

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The laboratory prototype used to verify the behavior of the 
proposed DRFOC with fuzzy logic speed controller is shown 
in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. A photo of the experimental set up. 

It consists of dSpace system with DS1104 controller board 
based on digital signal processor (DSP) TMS320F240 with its 
connector panel, control PC and a DC machine mechanically 
coupled to IM. The switched load resistor box is used to 
change the loading of the IM. A three phase Insulated Gate 
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) inverter is used as power stage with 
a full controlled rectifier. The IM stator currents and voltages 
are measured by LEM sensors and processed by 16-b A/D 

converters. An incremental encoder position sensor delivering 
1024 pulses per revolution is mounted on the rotor shaft of the 
IM. The pulse width modulation to control the power modules 
are generated by dSpace system. 

The fuzzy logic speed controller, decoupling method and 
flux estimation algorithms are implemented in 
Matlab/Simulink with the help of the Real Time Interface 
(RTI) provided by dSpace system (Fig. 5). The used sampling 
period of 100µs is selected based on the actual computation of 
the implemented algorithms. A suitable virtual instrument has 
also been developed to manage an on line all required 
electrical and mechanical signals of the IM. 

Experiments were carried out on various operating 
conditions to highlight the performance of the proposed 
algorithms. Some selected simulation and experimental results 
are presented here. In Figs. 6 and 7, actual rotor speed, 
synchronous speed and rotor flux trajectory are presented for 
variable target rotor speed at no load torque. It can be noted 
how the measured speed tracks accurately the target signal 
both in simulation and in experimentation, especially at steady 
state on one hand. On other hand, it can be seen from these 
results that the decoupling of IM motor is established as the 
rotor flux follows a circular trajectory both in simulation and 
in experimentation. 

Investigating the ability of the drive to reject load 
disturbances, the drive is initially operated at 1000rpm. A 
sudden step increase of 50% rated load torque is applied at 28s 
and then removed at 36s. The obtained responses are shown in 
Figs. 8 and 9 as it is given in Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) the controlled 
speed coincides with the target speed despite of external 
disturbances. In addition, the rotor flux trajectory follows a 
circular one expected at loading and unloading conditions 
where a tiny error appeared and thanks to the used controllers, 
this error despaired, proving the robustness speed controller 
and decoupling method against external disturbances. Note 
that during implementation, the loading of the motor was 
accomplished though the DC generator using the load box 
switches. Consequently, the simulated loading behaviors of 
the drive are slightly different than the implemented one. 

 
Fig. 5. A photo of the experimental set up. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 6. Simulation results for variable target speed under no load 
appliance: (a) real and target speeds, (b) rotor flux trajectory and (c) 

synchronous speed. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 7. Experimental results for variable target speed under no load 
appliance: (a) real and target speeds, (b) rotor flux trajectory and (c) 

synchronous speed. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. Simulation results for variable target speed under load 
appliance: (a) real and target speeds, (b) rotor flux trajectory and (c) 

synchronous speed. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 9. Experimental results for variable target speed under load 
appliance: (a) real and target speeds, (b) rotor flux trajectory and (c) 

synchronous speed. 
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VI.  CONCLUSION 

This paper has described the design, simulation and test of a 
simple but effective fuzzy logic controller for DRFOC of IM 
drives. Through a series of simulations and experimental 
results, the speed tracking and disturbance rejection 
capabilities of the controller were verified. Besides, the 
proposed DRFOC scheme shows good dynamic performances. 

All high performances of DRFOC IM drives require 
accurate rotor flux components. In this paper, they are 
reconstructed using the IM model. The later is IM parameters 
depended. However, these parameters are altered especially 
with temperature. To improve the performance of the overall 
drive system, a robust rotor flux estimation algorithm is to be 
investigated. This will be the subject of future follow up work. 
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